LIVE ONSITE & WEBCAST AUCTION

One of the FINEST MEDICAL Manufacturing Plants Ever Sold at Auction!

By Order of

PAK Manufacturing Co.
704 S 21st Street, Irvington, New Jersey 07111

DOOSAN # HP-4000 “4-Axis” CNC Horizontal Machining Center

• CNC MACHINING CENTERS
• CNC LASER-WELDER
• INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

DOOSAN # DNM-500- HS CNC Vertical Machining Center

• CNC LASER MARKER
• CNC TURNING CENTERS
• PLANT SUPPORT

AGIE # Progress V-2 CNC Wire EDM Machine

Sale under Management of:

Thomas Industries, Inc.
2414 Boston Post Road, Guilford, CT 06437-2310
Phone (203) 458-0709 • Fax (203) 458-0727
email: gavel@thomasauction.com • www.thomasauction.com

Sale Date: Tuesday, August 16th, 2016 10:30 AM (ET))
Open House Inspection: Monday, August 15th, 9 AM to 4 PM
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF LATE MODEL
CNC HORIZONTAL MACHINING & TURNING CENTERS!!

DOOSAN # DHP-4000 “Diamond Series” “4-Axis” CNC Horizontal Machining Center

DOOSAN # HP-4000 “4-Axis” CNC Horizontal Machining Center

DOOSAN # LYNX-220- LSY CNC Turning Center

DOOSAN # PUMA 240-M CNC Turning Center

WELL MAINTAINED-LOW HOURS CNC TURNING CENTERS!!
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF LATE MODEL OKUMA & DOOSAN VERTICAL CNC MACHINING CENTERS!!

Low Hours All with Chip Conveyors

Large Quantity of Tooling, Vises, CNC Toolholders Available

VIEW of OKUMA & DOOSAN Machining Centers

Low Hours

High Speed

New 2011

Low Hours

New 2005

Late Model

New 2005

Anilam 6000 CNC Control

DOOSAN # DNM-500- HS CNC Vertical Machining Center

OKUMA # MC-V4020 CNC Vertical Machining Center

CHEVALIER # 1418-VMC-40 CNC Vertical Machining Center

VIEW of OKUMA Machining Centers

OKUMA # MC-V3016 CNC Vertical Machining Center

VIEW of OKUMA & DOOSAN Machining Centers

All WELL EQUIPPED with Chip Conveyors & More

Low Hours All with Chip Conveyors

Large Quantity of Tooling, Vises, CNC Toolholders Available

VIEW of OKUMA Machining Centers

OKUMA # MC-V3016 CNC Vertical Machining Center

VIEW of OKUMA Machining Centers

OKUMA # MC-V3016 CNC Vertical Machining Center
OUTSTANDING OFFERING OF LATE MODEL AGIE CNC WIRE & SINKER EDM MACHINES!

TRUMPF “Vector-Mark” Laser Marker

AGIE # Classic 2S, Series 553 CNC Wire EDM Machine

AGIE # Progress V2, Series 305 CNC Wire EDM Machine

AGIE CNC “Sinker Type” EDM # Agietron-Advance - 4 w/ C Axis

AGIE CNC “Sinker Type” EDM # Agietron-Advance - 3 w/ C Axis

Large Quantity of 3R EDM Tooling Available

Optional Round Part Capability

Several Available

1 of 3

1 of 5

1 of 5

New 2009

New 2006

New 2003

New 2005

New 2006

New 2009

New 2003

New 2006

Large Capacity

64 AMPS

C-Axis

New 2014

New Cost $43,000

Like New

View of AGIE CNC EDM “Sinkers”

View of AGIE # Classic-2S CNC Wire EDM Machines

CREST # F100-2010 “Ultra-Sonic” Cleaning System

OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION: MONDAY, AUGUST 15th, 9:00 AM TO 4:00 PM
LATE MODEL VIDEO INSPECTION & CNC CMM MACHINES AVAILABLE...

ROFIN # Star-Weld Laser Welder

Brown & Sharpe CNC “Micro-Hite” CMM

STARRETT #HF-750 Optical Comparator w/Quadra Chek DRO

Brown & Sharpe “Micro-Hite” CMM

STARRETT GRANITE Surface Plate

Schaublin #102 Precision Lathe

Victor # 1340-GHE Engine Lathe

MARVEL # PA-10 “Fully Automatic” Horizontal Band Saw

OGP # 250 “Smart- Scope” Optical Measuring Machine

VIEW of Grinders & HUOT Drill Cabinets

Sybron-Thermolyne Heat Treat Oven

SM (Ammonia Type) Heat Treat Belt Furnace

NOTE: NEWARK, NJ Airport is 5 Miles from the PAK Facility and has Many Affordable Hotel Options

New 2007

New 2005

New 2004

New 2004

New 2005

New 2010

Low Hours

Approx. Replacement Over $50,000+

Rare Furnace

Updated with Digital Controls

Many Available

2000 Deg.
LATE TYPE GRINDERS, CNC KNEE MILLS, PRODUCTION MILLS & MORE!!

CHEVALIER # FGS-618M Surface Grinder

ACER # 3VS Vertical Milling Machine

DELTRONIC # DH-214 Optical Comparator

VIEW of INSPECTION TOOLING

BRIDGEPORT With Proto-Trak CNC Control

ACER # AGS-1020 AHD Hyd. Surface Grinder

BRIDGEPORT 2HP Vertical Milling machine

VICTOR # LCM-14V Vertical Band Saw

HARDINGE # DV-59 Secondary Lathe

FULL LOT CATALOG & AUCTION DETAILS AT...WWW.THOMASAUCTION.COM
TREMENDOUS QUANTITIES OF CNC TOOLHOLDERS, VISES & TOMBSTONES!!

SALE DATE: TUESDAY, AUGUST 16th, 10:30 AM (ET)
LARGE OFFERING OF SANDING, FINISHING & BUFFING MACHINES!!

Many S.S. Forgings Available

LYON Tool Cabinets

Large Selection Of Stainless Steel Raw Material W/ certifications

New Surgical Instrument Parts

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE PLEASE SEE LOT CATALOG FOR DETAILS - WWW.THOMASAUCTION.COM
LIVE ONSITE & WEBCAST AUCTION
By Order of
PAK Manufacturing Co.
704 S 21st Street
Irvington, New Jersey 07111

SALE DATE: TUESDAY, AUGUST 16th, 2016 10:30 AM (ET)
OPEN HOUSE INSPECTION: MONDAY, AUGUST 15th, 9 AM TO 4 PM
BUYER’S PREMIUM: 15% ONSITE & 18% WEBCAST

Payment due in full: Wednesday, August 17th, 2016
Final date for removal: Friday, August 26th, 2016

Onsite registration: onsite registration is the morning of the sale. In order to obtain a bid paddle a $100 refundable deposit is due at time of registration.

Webcast registration: Bidspotter.Com live webcast bidding available:

As-is where-is: all items are sold “as-is where-is” with no warranty or guarantee of operating condition. Auctioneer strongly recommends that buyers inspect equipment prior to bidding.

Removal costs: buyers are fully responsible for all cost to remove their purchases. Please get removal quotes prior to bidding and bid accordingly. All riggers must be approved by auctioneer and/or consignors.

Legally binding contract: all bids constitute a legally binding contract and bidders will be legally obligated to make payment and remove items in accordance with the terms and conditions of the sale.

Proxy bids: if you are unable to participate in this sale proxy bids are accepted. Proxy bids may be submitted online directly from the lot catalog or call (203) 458-0709 for a proxy bid form.

Payment types: certified check or wire transfer
Disclaimer: auctioneer is not responsible for errors, omissions, additions or deletions. Items offered may not necessarily be sold as described and/or photographed. Buyers should verify all aspects of their potential purchases during inspection as all items offered will be sold “as is, where is” with all faults. Please check with the auctioneer’s office for additions or deletions.

NOTICE: Some Machine Accessories & Fixtures in Photos may be SOLD separately. Please inspect or View Final Lot Catalog for confirmation.

Under Management of:
THOMAS INDUSTRIES
2414 Boston Post Road
Guilford, CT 06437-2310
(203) 458-0709 • (203) 458-0727 Fax
http://www.thomasauction.com

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
TOM DEocosmo (413) 478-0030
TOM DEocosmo, Jr. (413) 530-0019

PAYMENT INFORMATION
IRINA LEKHMUS (203) 458-0709 X-108

ONSITE INFORMATION
JON STANDISH (203) 915-3430

TURN YOUR SURPLUS MACHINERY TO $$$
CALL NOW TO CONSIGN ITEMS IN OUR UPCOMING CONSIGNMENT AUCTIONS
CONTACT: TOM DEocosmo Jr.
EMAIL: TDEocosmo@THOMASAuction.COM
PHONE: 413-530-0019

THIS BROCHURE IS A PARTIAL LISTING. COMPLETE LOT CATALOG & PHOTOS AT WWW.THOMASAuction.COM
LIVE ONSITE & WEBCAST AUCTION

By Order of
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Irvington, New Jersey 07111

Sale Date:
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Monday, August 15th, 9 AM to 4 PM

Buyer’s Premium: 15% Onsite & 18% Webcast

Auctioneer Licenses:
Thomas Industries Inc. #481 CT
Thomas J. DeCosmo # AU-2665 MA

One of the FINEST MEDICAL Manufacturing Plants Ever Sold at Auction!

By Order of
PAK Manufacturing Co.

New 2006
View of AGIE # Classic 2-S CNC Wire EDM Machines

New 2008
DOOSAN # LYNX-220- LM CNC Turning Center

New 2005
OKUMA # MC-V3016 CNC Vertical Machining Center

Sale Date: Tuesday, August 16th, 2016 10:30 AM (ET)
Open House Inspection: Monday, August 15th, 9 AM to 4 PM

Auction Information: www.thomasauction.com or 203-458-0709